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As always, we had a very busy year in the DSJ Marketing Department in 2017 and there were a couple of 
new and exciting initiatives. 

The year kicked off with didacta which is a trade fair for education and training hosted at Messe 
Stuttgart. It hosts over 900 exhibitors and includes a comprehensive further education program for 
teachers, educators, trainers and educational staff. High-ranking representatives from politics, business, 
science and society come to didacta to find ways for the education and training of the future and to 
exchange information and ideas. Annette Holtmann from the Marketing Department coordinated with 
the other German Schools in Southern Africa that we had a presence at the event to attract new 
teachers to our region and specifically to our school. Mr. Bachmeier successfully represented us at the 
trade fair and we managed to attract a lot of interest from prospective teachers to our school on the 
back of winning the Schulpreis in 2016. We have seen that this investment has reaped rewards in 2018 
with the arrival of new teachers from Germany. 

In March we had our Open Day, which ran very smoothly and was well attended. The Marketing 
Department did a refresh of our brochures both in English and German which were distributed on the 
day. 

We also supported the DSJ Altschueler during the year, we promoted the DSJ Altschueler Golf Day and 
had our first ever reunion breakfast which was well attended by the Altschueler / Alumni community. 

As most of you have experienced, the Basar was the biggest event that we worked on and the event that 
got quite a big makeover. Firstly, with overwhelming support from the Governing Body and School 
Management, we went cashless. This was not without its challenges and even though we had a few 
glitches it was a success and met our objective of improved controls and revenue for the school. 
Furthermore, the marketing department also reviewed our relationships with external vendors and put 
together a more formal arrangement that helped in managing the quality and performance of these 
vendors. We expect this to continue in the next years to come.  

The result of this was that we could attract bigger sponsors such as Standard Bank, Mercedes Benz and 
Windhoek. The Heritage Village was also a great hit and we appreciate all the effort that the kids, 
parents and teachers put in to make it successful. The raffle prizes were also reviewed and sourced 
differently. Big thanks goes out to the Altschueler / Alumni community for contributing great prizes for 
the raffle. 

Lastly, on behalf of the Governing Body I would like to thank the marketing team – Annette Holtmann 
and Savo Ceprnich and the extended Basar team (Fred Stone, Katja Peters and Pam Johannsen) for all 
their hard work in revamping and delivering an excellent Basar 2017. 

We also strategically have been working on improving our relationships with other German institutions 
within the greater Johannesburg and beyond. We are working closer with the DSP, Embassy and 
churches amongst many others to ensure that the German community is well connected in our region. 

Our website was overhauled and boasts a fresh look and feel which makes it more mobile device 
friendly and relevant. 



As you are aware, we are busy rolling out a new school management system (Engage), this also has an 
impact on our efforts as a PR committee especially with the launch of the Parent Portal. We are excited 
with the capability of the system and the new functionality that will be rolled out in 2018. 

The marketing department have reviewed their procurement and fund-raising processes and managed 
to streamline these and find new opportunities for advertising revenue. 

Looking forward to 2018, we have secured the hosting of another Science Week, we will be hopefully 
launching a student portal as part of Engage and we will look at extending our digital footprint in the 
media. 

Finally, as the chairman of the PR Committee I would also like to take this opportunity to thank my 
fellow committee members for their continued commitment to the DSJ and those members of the 
school administration that are part of the team. I would also like to thank all those students, parents, 
teachers and staff that commit their time and resources to all the various school events. 

Without all your participation and help the school would not be the same. 

Andre Wissler, Chairman: Public Relations Sub-Committee 

 


